Orbits o f the Earth and Mars
In order to obtain an intelligent idea of what is going to happen, and what astronomers are going to do, let us refresh our memories on some of the fundamental facts of astronomy. We know that, the sun is the center of what is called the solar system, and that, eight large-and many hundred small planets circulate about it. We know that Mercury is the planet nearest the sun, moving about it at an average distance of 36 millions of miles and com pleting its circuit in about 88 days. The second planet is Venus, at a distance of 67 millions of miles and a period of 225 of our days. The earth is the third in the order of distance, being 93 millions of miles away from the sun, and completing its course ih 365% days. Then comes our planet Mars, 141 millions of miles from the sun, with a period of 687 days or a year, and ten and a half months of our reckoning. Outside of the orbit of Mars, come the hundreds of small planets called asteroids, and outside of them, the large planets Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune, the latter's distance from the sun being almost 3000 millions of miles, and its period about 164 of our years.
Let us now turn to fig. 1 , for a closer study of our subiect. Here we have the sun, S, in the middle. The two large circles, drawn about it, are the orbits of the earth and of Mars, those of the inner planets, Mercury and Venus, being omitted as of no interest to us at present. The smaller of the two circles is the path of the earth, and the words and numbers on it denote its position for the loth, 20th, and .last days of the months throughout the entire vear, and not for this year only, but for every year, because that is, what we mean by a year, the time required by the earth to return to the identical point in its orbit. The outer circle is the orbit of Mars and locates its position for almost every tenth day throughout the present year 1909, but for this year only, because it takes Mars ten months and a half more, than a year of our reckoning, to return to the same point, so that, while-after one year of our counting, the earth will return to the same place where it was before, Mars will be very far away from where it was at that time.
Orbits are Ellipses
The reader will have noticed that the orbits of the earth and of Mars, on fig. 1 , are not concentric, and that the sun, S, is not, even on the scale of the draw ing, at the center of both orbits. Indeed, it is not in the center of either. Why is, this?
I must now, as our study advances, modify the expres ion I used before, and say that, the planets move about in ellipses and not in circles. Everybody, of course, knows what an ellipse is, and that it is drawn by stick ing two pins into a board, fastening the ends of a string to them and keeping the string stretched by a pencil whose movements will then describe the ellipse. 'i he fixed points in which the pins are placed are called the foci, the point midway between them the center, the line drawn through the foci and terminated by the ellipse, is the major axis, and the one, at right angles to it and through the center, the minor axis. When the distance between the foci (or the pins) is large compared with the length of the string, the ellipse is much elongated and is then said to have a high eccentricity, that is, its foci are very eccentric, out of, or far from, the center. vVhen the foci are close together the eccentricity is small, the ellipse much rounded and cannot be distinguished by the eye from a circle. This is the case with the planetary orbits. Their eccentricity is very small, and they are practically circles, as far as diagrams are concerned, for which reason the word circle applied to them is not so very wrong.
However there is one law which, even on a drawing as small as fig. 1 , emphasizes the elliptic character of the omits of the earth and of Mars. This is the law that, the sun must be in one of the foci. The consequence is that the planet in crossing the major axis (the line through the foci), must at one end of it come nearer to the sun than at the other, by a distance equal to that between the foci. The point nearest the sun is called the perihelion, and the one farthest away the aphelion. This is all well illustrated on fig. 1 , in the case of Mars' orbit. The point C is its center, the sun S is in one focus while the other focus F is empty and the line H F C S B (not drawn) is the major axis. H the aphelion and B the perihelion. The distance between the foci F and S, that is, the distance that Mars, when in its perhelion B, is nearer the sun than when in its aphelion H, is 26 million miles, the mean distance C B or C H being 141 millions.
The earth' s orbit also is an eclipse, but its eccentricity is so small that, not only its center but also the other unoccupied focus are inside the little circle which rep resents the sun on the diagram. This little circle is of course, too large for the sun, it ought to be a dot smaller than those near F and C, since its diameter is only 886,000 mfies. while the mean distance of the earth from it, is 93 millions, the perihelion P, where the earth is on January 2, being about three million miles nearer the sun, than its aphelion A, where the earth is on Ju ly 3.
W h y Mars Comes so Near
Right here is a wonderful fact, which seems to have been purposely arranged for us by a kind Providence, and which is the only coincidence of its kind in the solar system. It is that the aphelion A, of the earth's orbit, is near the perihelion B, of M ars' orbit, that is, when the earth is farthest from the sun, Mars is nearest the sun, and, con sequently, the distance between the two planetary orbits, at this place, is less than it could possibly be, if the points' A and B, where anywhere else. The important conseciuence is that, not only does Mars come nearer to the earth, than any other planet, but it comes within the least possible distance that, we ourselves might arrange, if we could turn the ellipses about at our pleasure. This seems to me, to have been done designedly by Providence, in order to enable us to study this planet to the best ad vantage. Of course, if the points A and B, were in the same straight line with the sun, the distance, between us and Mars, would be somewhat reduced, but the reduction would amount to only 4 per cent of its present minimum °f 35Rj million miles.
M otion o f M ars in the Sky
A ll that has been said, about ^Vfars' minimum distance, is on the supposition that, the earth and Mars are both in those parts of their orbits at the same time. Let us now take up fig. I again, and study it more in detail : we shall find that ever so many instructive things are to be learned from it. Let us take both planets on January 1. The earth is then near the point P, and Mars at the beginning of the marked part of its orbit. Using the scale given in the lower part of the diagram, we find that, they are nearly 200 million miles apart. I f we draw lines from the earth' to both Mars and the sun (these lines are only begun on the diagram), and measure the angle between them, we shall see by turning the page around that Mars appears to be 45 degrees to the right of the sun. Transferring this measurement to the heavens and placing Mars 45 degrees to the right of the sun, we learn that on January 1, Mars must precede the sun, rise about three hours before it, cross the meridian and set as much sooner, and there fore, it must be what is called a morning star.
Repeating our measurement on January 31, we find that Mars is now about 57 degrees to the right of the sun, that is, during the month it has increased its distance from the sun by 12 degrees, and apparently moved that much more to the right or westward. In reality, as we shall see later, this increase of the angular distance between the sun and Mars, or of Mars' elongation, as it is termed, is owing I to the faster eastward movement of the sun, both the | sun and Mars moving eastward among the stars, but the \ sun moving faster. In any case Mars is now by the e d of the month, about four hours ahead of the sun, rising and setting that much before it.
B y February 28, the elongation of Mars has become 68°, on March 31, it is 770, on April 30, 87°, and on May 13, 90°, that is, Mars is then said to be in west quadrature.
I f we continue our measurements, we shall find Mars always getting farther to the right of .he sun, until by September 24, it will be 1800 away or opposite the sun, or in opposition, as the phrase is. It will then rise at sunset and set at sunrise. A fter that, as the planet is still increasing its distance in the same direction and beyond 1800 as fig. 1 shows, we measure it now from the ot er side and say it is to the left of the sun or east of it, it is evening star, and rises and sets within less than 12 hours after the sun rises and sets. It now approaches the sun more and more from the left or the east, until by January 17, 1910 it is in east auadrature. Pursuing it still farther as its elongation diminishes, we find it on September 27, 1910, on the other side of the sun in conjunction, m re than 240 min on miles away from tfye earth, which at that time will be at September 27, on its orbit, while Mars will be diametrically opposite to it on its own. The upper oblique line running from near the lower right hand corner to the upper left one, is the ecliptic. It is the apparent path of the sun among the stars, and its intersection with the equator locates the point V E , the vernal equinox, so called, because when the sun passes through it spring begins and day and night are equal in length. This same line, the ecliptic, is also the path of the earth as seen from the sun, and shows the place of the earth at intervals of five days, from September 5 to Oct. 10. It is scarcely necessary to remark that the earth, as seen from the sun, occupies a place in the heavens, directly opposite to the place of the sun, as seen from the earth, and that the earth, therefore, passes through the vernal equinox, in September, while the sun crosses it in March. The lower oblique line, almost parallel with the ecliptic is the path of Mars as seen from the sun, its position beine also shown at five-day intervals, from Aug ust 25 to October 20. We see that M ars' speed is roughly estimated, half the earth's, thus confirming what was said before, that its year is nearly double ours.
Apparent and True Motion o f Mars
But we are "not on the sun to view the path of Mars, we are on the earth, itself a wandering star, a traveling observatory. Our own motion about the sun adds a peculiar and very interesting feature to the movements of our sister planet. Its motion as seen by us, is a compound of ours and its ow n; it becomes an orbit of wonderful complexitv, which has baffled the best intellects of the world for five thousand years, until the genius of Coper nicus enabled us to distinguish the real from the apparent motion. Now that we know the truth, the explanation is an easy one. Let us turn back to fig. 1 , and see how it is done.
A s the earth and Mars are, for some time during August, September, and October, moving along almost parallel paths, the faster movement of the earth must ap parently throw Mars backward among the stars, just as the greater speed of our car makes a slower car on a parallel track apparently move backward. This retrograde motion of Mars is beautifully illustrated on the diagram. Let us begin for some time in advance, and take the earth and Mars in their respective positions on M ay 31. These posi tions are connected by a line on the diagram, as also are all corresponding ones for every ten days, until the end of the year.
I f the reader will now take a ruler and lay it on the May 31 line, and then in succession on all the ten-days' lines, he will see, as 1 amoves his ruler along, that its right end swings away from him counter-clock-wise, in the op posite direction to that in which the hands of a clock move. ■ The appearance in the sky is that Mars moves eastward among the stars, in the direction of its true motion. This counter-clock-wise movement of the ruler diminishes in speed as we pass from line to line, that is, M ars' eastward motion among the stars is becoming slower, until on August 22 our ruler ceases to turn, the lines_ of August 20 and 31 being parallel. Mars is now " stationary." Then our ruler begins to turn in the opposite direction, clockwise, Mars appe to go backward, west ward among the stars, to retrograde, slowly at first, tnen more rapidly, most rapidly on September 24 when in oposition, then less and less rapidly until Mars is once more stationary on October 26, our ruler ceases to turn, and then again, slowly at first, but with ever increasing speed, begins to turn counter-clock-wise again, and drives Mars eastward again among the stars.
Turning now to fig. 2 and following the apparent path of Mars from June 15 to December 31, we see that at first Mars is moving eastward and that the fiveday intervals on its path are becoming smaller and smaller, until August 22 Mars is stationary. Then it retrogrades, moves westward, at an increasing rate, until it passes opposition on September 24. Its westward rate now di minishes more and more, until by October 26 Mars is again stationary, and after that moves eastward again at an increasing rate. W onderfully simple explanation, once we know i t ! Who, but a genius of the first order, could evolve the true out of the pparent path of Mars as shown on fig. 2 .
There is one more item that needs an explanation, and that may have caused the reader some worry, the loop on fig. 2 . W hy should not M ars' apparent orbit be simply an oscillation right and left along the straight line which represents its true path as seen' from the sun, why should its apparent orbit be so far from its true one, and be so strangely looped? The explanation of this is also easy, when we know the reason: The orbits of Mars and of the earth do not lie in the same plane. Let us turn back once more to fig. I . The broken line running through the sun and the two planetary orbits is the " line of nodes" in which the planes of the orbits intersect. Let us imagine the orbit of Mars cut out of thin cardboard and turned about this lin'e dirough an angle of about two degrees, the end B being turned down or southward. Then we see that a further complication will arise in the location, of the apparent place of Mars in the heavens, dependent upon its distance south <of the plane of the earth's orbit and its direct distance from the earth.
This last requires, indeed, but an elementary knowledge of trigonometry to compute, but an enormous amount of r dent endurance. Mars is in the plane of the cliptic only when at the nodes, that is, on February 12 and December 14. It is then seen to cross the ecliptic in the sky, and fig. 2 shows that the apparent orbit of Mars crosses the ecliptic on December 14. I f the draw ing were large enough, the true path of Mars as seen from the sun would also be seen to intersect the ecliptic on the same date.
Another line on fig. 2 will be found to be of in terest, the path of the moon. The moon's orbit is much more difficult to compute than that of Mars, because it is subiect t6 many disturbing influences which modify it considerably. During the months of August, Septem ber, and October of this year, the moon's path among the stars is the lower straight line shown on fig. 2 . The moon' s motion is so rapid that it runs the distance between the two small circles in one day. These small circles also show the apparent size of the moon on the scale of the drawing. Dates could not be affixed to the moon's position, because they wotild confuse the reader by their number, since the moon runs the same course every month.
We see that the moon's path cuts obliquely across the apparent path of Mars, and as the moon is pretty large, there is a good chance of the moon's being close enough to Mars to eclipse, technically to occult, it. Upon ex amining fig. 2 carefully, we see that such an occupation An extensive investigation of the moon's motion tells us that, owing to the causes explained, the United States will have only one chance and that a very poor one of seeing Mars occulted. This will happen on September 1, A t Omaha the moon will already have eclipsed the planet before it rises at 8.18 p. m., central time. The planet will reappear from behind the moon at 8.36, when the moon is still very low in the sky, in the smoke and dust clouds of a erreat city, and what is worse, when the moon is nearly full, its glare thus robbing us of the little enjoy ment that was left. And this is our only chan'ce! A practical astronomer is used to such disappointments.
The Present Opposition Most Favorable
Turning now for the last time to fig. 1 , which has taught us so much, we see that not only is Mars nearer to us on September 24, than at any other time during the present year, but its distance from the earth is one of the least that can occur. It is five per cent less than at is sure to occur on July 30 and September 25, or a day or two before or after, provided the moon is in this part of its orbit. But besides this proviso another cir cumstance must be taken into consideration. A s the moon is very near the earth, it is displaced in the sky in exactly the same way that we have seen Mars displaced, only this displacement (parallax) is much less. For we are no<t at "the earth's center, from which point of view, the moon' s orbit is computed, but on its surface four tnousand miles awav, one sixtieth of the moon's distance from us, and are carried round by the earth's rotation in a larger or smaller circle dependent upon our latitude, and occupy a position on that circle dependent upon our longitude and the time. The consequence is that the differ ence between the moon's true and apparent position may amount to twice its length or any fraction thereof and in any direction. This parallactic displacement may in crease as well as diminish our chances of seeing the moon occult a star, provided the close approach of the moon to the star occurs during the night and when we are on the hemisphere facing the" moon. the opposition of Ju ly 6, 1907 which was valued so much, and very considerably less than the one before that, May 8, 1905 , and the one to come after the present one, Nov. 24, 19 11. I f the reader will take the trouble to draw lines through the sun on fig. 1 and these dates on the earth's orbit, extend them to the orbit of Mars, and measure the distance between the two orbits, he will readily see that, the coming opposition of September 24, 1909, will bring Mars nearer to us than it has been for many years in the past or will be in the future. A s these oppositions occur at intervals of about two years and two months, we see that at the oppositions of November 19 11, Januarv 1914. March 1916, and so on, Mars will be 50 and almost 100 per cent farther from us than it will be this year, it is precisely on account of this extraordinary close approach of our sister planet and the consequent increase in its apparent size that this nearness implies, that the whole astronomical world is at present so much interested in Mars.
W h at is. Known A b o u t Mars
In order to understand what astronomers expect to discover at this present most favorable opportunity, let us first see what is already known about the planet. Mars is a globe like the earth, and about as much flattened at the poles. It is certainly a solid, as the permanence of its surface markings proves. Its diameter is very nearly 4200 miles, a little more than half the earth's, a i.l its volume one-seventh as much. A mass of 100 pounds on the earth would weigh on Mars only 38 pounds. It turns on its axis in 24 hours 37 minutes 22.67 seconds, so that its day and night are only a little longer than ours. Its equator is inclined to its orbit plane a degree and a half more than the earth's, so that its seasons are iden tical with ours, except that they are about twice as long, since the Martian year Is equal to 687 of our days, or one year and ten and a half months of our calendar.
Mars has an atmosphere somewhat rarer than ours. P has clouds also, as the occasional obscuring or bl'.rring of its surface markings indicates.
A s Mars turns the side, illuminated by the sun, al most always toward the earth, and exactly so at the time of opposition when it is nearest to us, we are in the most favorable position to observe its surface markings. In this respect it is vastly superior to Venus, because that planet when nearest turns its dark side toward us, so that nothing at all can be seen upon it. It is exactly on account of this accommodating feature of Mars, along with its nearness, that enables us to know more about it than about any other planet.
'three kinds of surface features are generally distin guished upon Mars. The first and most nrominent : re the white patches about the poles, which are formed during the winter and disappear during the summer, ln e y are generally interpreted as snow and ice. The second are patches of bluish-gray or green, which are supposed to be water. The third are extensive regions of various shades of orange and yellow, which are gener ally supposed to be • land.
That the parts' mentioned are really land and water, seems to be held universally by astronomers. They have been so well observed that maps and globes have been made of Mars as distinctly outlined as maps and globes of the earth.
But that the white patches are snow and ice, is very much disputed. _ That they behave as snow and ice would do, is no con clusive proof that they are so in reality, since many other substances, such as carbonic acid and liquid air, would do the same. A s Mars receives from the sun less than half as much light and heat per square mile as the earth does, it is difficult to see how the ice can melt so rapidly and disappear so completely, especially as on earth the ice caps at the poles are very extensive even in summer time. To say that M ars' atmosphere is like the glass in our hot-houses, inasmuch as it readily allows the heat to enter but prevents its escape, would be to make a gratuitous assumption impossible to substantiate. On the other hand it is much more likely, that since Mars is a solid like the earth, it receives practically all its surface heat from the sun just as the earth does. This supposition is supported by the fact that the mean tem perature of the earth's surface throughout the year as actually observed by the thermometer, is exactly the same that a ,so called " black body" would have at our distance from the sun, that is, a body which absorbs and radiates heat very readily. Applying the same principle to Mars, we get a mean annua} temperature of 30 degrees below zero, a result which would practically do away with all life upon its surface.
The Famous Canals
But the most curious markings on Mars are the so called canals. These are numerous fine lines which run perfectly straight (that is, in arcs of great circles) for hundreds and in some cases for a thousand miles. Imag inative minds at once jump to the conclusion that these lines must be canals, dug by the Martian engineers for purposes of irrigation, and for carrying the melted polar snow and ice toward the warmer regions of the tropics. This interpretation is upheld by the arguments that they are actually called canals, that they run perfectly straight and must therefore, be artificial since natural vater courses are always crooked, that they are extremely numerous, and that they swell out and became more distinct as the spring and summer advance upon either hemisphere of the planet.
A still more remarkable feature, than the canals them selves, is their occasional gemination or doubling. The explanation now says that we do not see the water in the canals, but the vegetation on both banks caused by the irrigation.
Is Mars Inhabited?
Now, therefore, if Mars is so very like the earth, as even the most conservative astronomers admit, if it has days and nights, and seasons, and land and water, a very transparent atmosphere, clouds, polar snows, and running str -ns, and plant life in such profusion as to give a marked tint to the planet's disk; if all these and many other terrestrial counterparts are to be found on Mars, is it not likely, most probable, indeed, is it not certain that, all these terrestrial features imply the presence of animal life, of intellectual life, of beings like ourselves, for whose use these things have been fashioned? Is it not an idle display of creative power, to build ' such a beautiful home without putting tenants :n it to enjoy it, rule it, and in-a true Christian sense, to give glory to God for it? I f not, why then put this planet up in the sky, and play upon our reason? What shall we say to this ar raignment? Is there intellectual life upon our sister planet ?
On the other hand, what would our catechism ray about the fall of the Martian people? Did our Lord die for them? Slowly, my dear reader, we do not know yet whether the Martians exist. I f they do, and if they have sinned, theologians will tell us that Ch fist's death upon th cross was necessary for the children of Adam, if beings on other planets sinned, God would treat with th^.n independently of us, and redeem or not redeem them, as He pleased, just as He-was free to deal with us. The questP-is purely a theological speculation, w might a s ' well debate as to what would have happened on our own earth if Adam had not sinned, and whether the Son of God would then have become incarnate and given us His Bod ily Presence in the Blessed Sacrament.
The existence of the Martians has not been proved. First, there is the unsolved difficulty, and it is a very strong one, of the temperature. I f the average through out the whole year is 30 degrees below zero, how can anything grow? The difficulty is not set aside by saying that God is almighty, that He can make beings live in environments that we on earth cannot endure. This would be a-priori answer, .nobody doubts the possibility of life under circumstances widely different from oufs, we want an a-posteriori proof, a fact, an admitted, observed fea ture, an application of the laws of nature as we know them. Planet and animal life of the kind we have on earth has not been proved to exist on Mars, and that is the point at issue.
Secondly, while astronomers generally hold that cer tain features are land, and others are water, they do so only provisionally, they are not certain as to which is which.
Thirdly, as to the canals. The name is merely a word and is worthless as an argument. Their very ex istence was disputed for a long time. They are so ex tremely fai that only the largest telescopes in the purest and steadiest air, and the trained eyes of men who have made Mars the special object of their study, have been able to detect them at all. It was said that they were an optical illusion, objective as well as sub jective, that they were caused by refraction or reflection, and the like. The dispute seems to have been lately settled in favor of the affirmative side, as Lowell and otners have succeeded in photopraphing some of them, a sure proof of their objective existence. The next dif ficulty to be answered will be the straightness of their courses. A s to what they are, water or vegetation, we do not know.
The polar caps are of unknown material, the canals are as mysterious as ever, and even the other prominent markings are still of a problem tical nature, how then can we assert with such confidence, indeed with any confidence at all, except ,what our imagination conjures up before us, that there are intelligent beings on Mars, or that there is any life there at all? And why, as is always proclaimed with such assurance, should this M ar tian intelligence be .so superior to ours? What proof have we of this great superiority? Is it because Mars is so much older than the earth? Even this is a mere theory, now do we know tnat Mars is o l '.er?
We see, therefore, that while we know a great deal about our neighboring planet, we are as far as ever from knowing whether it is inhabited. We-might go the length of saying that it is probably habitable, but we cannot go a step farther. A s to whether we shall ever know, it would be rash to speculate. A t all events to try and send wireless messages to Mars is the inane dream of ignorant enthusiasts; ignorant, because Mars when nearest is more than 10,000 times the greatest distance to which wireless telegraphy has ever reached, and the power re quired would be at least 10,000 squared, or 100,000,000 times as great'; inane, because we have no reason to sup pose that our messages would be received and under stood and answered. Are there intelligent beings on M ars? In the present state of science we must answer emphati cally: Nobody knows.
Life in Other W orld s
How about life on other planets? The same thorough scientific investigation which tells us that the average temperature of Mars must be 30 degrees below zero also shows that the me'an temperature of the planet Mercury is only 25 degrees below the melting point of tin, and that of Venus 15 degrees below the boiling point of water. Surely, life as we know it, is impossible on these planets. The asteroids are only large rocks, entirely too small for intelligent beings. The giant planets Jupiter and Saturn are gaseous to a great depth. Uranus and Neptune, if solid, must be frozen dead, since the mean temperature of Neptune is below that of liquid air. I f there is a chance for living beings to exist anywhere in the solar system outside of the earth, if it is not on Mars, it is certainly nowhere else.
The conviction is coming home more and more to the best astronomers, that our existence on earth is unique, the only thing of its kind in the universe. The earth is at the proper distance from the sun for the support of life, and no other planet is. Our sun is isolated in space; it has no companion sun and no near neighbor stars to derange our planetary orbits by their perturbations. Even if the worst should happen and our sun should fall straight into its nearest neighbor and collide with it, we would have twenty five million years to prepare for the cata clysm. But the laws of mechanics forbid even this hypo thetical possbilitv. * Whether other suns exist as far re moved from molesting neighbors as ours is, whether they are as well constitutioned and have at least one planet at the proper distance, and then whether that one planet is habitable and inhabited by intelligent beings like our selves, the chances are almost nothing even among the untold millions of the starry heavens. And if to the unique material environment in which we are placed, the only beings so favored in the universe, we add the favors of the spiritual world, the death fbr us on the cross of the Cre ator Himself, and his abiding Bodily Presence amongst us, and the sure promise of a life of everlasting happiness hereafter in a newer and better world, where all our de sires and all our knowledge will be satiated to the fullwhat shall we render to the Lord for all He has rendered unto us, how shall we be able to make Him a fitting return of gratitude, how shall we ever be able to fully appreciate it?
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